Pickle Factory
Dance Foundation
a hub for dance and movement practice, presentation and discourse,
housed in spaces repurposed for the arts

IMAGINE A VENUE
Rooted in the city’s ethos of pluralism and cosmopolitanism,
and history of arts experimentation and engagement
Local, national, and international in outlook,
participation and reach
Embodying the values of
Quality, Pluralism, Accessibility
A cross-arts centre committed to reclaiming Calcutta’s reputation
and legacy as a cultural hub, a city dealing in the currency of
ideas and imagination, a city where ideas are born, nurtured,
evolved, and shared.

WIDENING CIRCLES
Pickle Factory Season 2
1 to 24 November 2019
Local, national, international
artists and guests from India, Canada, Switzerland, Australia,
Germany, the USA...

a range of work
what can the expressions be?

Performance festival
classical and contemporary dance, physical theatre, multi-media
performance, puppetry, circus-theatre...

a range of venues and spaces
where can the work be housed?

a range of communities
who can we reach and involve?

Building a connected community
post-show discussions, critical responses, artist interactions,
informal addas, delegates from north-east India...
Imagining venues
exploring Calcutta’s socio-cultural landscape with plush auditoria,
heritage clubs, imposing colonial buildings, gritty industrial
spaces, verdant gardens...
Arts education and outreach
working with schools and NGOs to reach a cross-section of
communities...

FOCUS - DELHI
developed into a dance hub over the last two decades
classical, contemporary, experimental, commercial...
various alternative performance spaces
5 artists in PF Season 2
classical dance
puppetry
multimedia performance
contemporary dance

FOCUS - NORTH-EAST
Season delegates from east and north-east India
Australian circus artist, David Carberry,
travels to Imphal for a ten-day skill exchange residency
with 30 local artists, in partnership with Arts in Imphal
and Nachom Dance Foundation

Within India, Season 2 has a special focus on Delhi, as well as a focus on north-east India. The latter is part of our long
term vision to develop into an international hub serving Calcutta, east and north-east India.

AUSTRALIA FOCUS
International Residency with artists from Victoria Niharika Senapati (dancer) and Pippa Samaya (filmmaker)
Two Australian arts professionals as delegates artist Efterpi Soropos and arts administrator Melissa
Robertson
David Carberry’s circus theatre production, Sediment performances, workshops, skill exchange residency

Partners
Asialink, Melbourne
Creative Victoria
Australia Council for the Arts
India Foundation for the Arts, Bangalore
Gati Dance Forum, Delhi
Mumbai Literature Live
ThinkArts Calcutta
Arts in Imphal /
Nachom Dance Foundation, Imphal

We have a special focus on building relationships with regions east of India. The Season 2 spotlight on Australia aims
to introduce high-quality Australian performance work to a cross-section of audiences, and catalyse opportunities of
learning, exchange and long-term partnerships between the arts sectors of India and Australia

ARTS EDUCATION &
COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Outward
taking artists into schools and communities
through a range of workshops, demonstrations
and interactions experiences
Inward
bringing communities who do not usually have
access, into venues to view performances and
engage with artists in post-show conversations

Partners
Ranan Performance Collective
ThinkArts

Whether viewed or practiced, the performing arts are vital to strengthen our capacity to feel, empathise and imagine. They
celebrate what is most human in us and provide a platform for our desire to create and communicate. We have a deep
commitment to reach as many communities as possible, working with schools and NGOs to offer opportunities of high
quality engagement with the arts that shift perceptions, open up windows, and nurture human understanding.

REPURPOSING SPACES FOR THE ARTS
stories of repurposing spaces from India and abroad
models of viability and sustainability
transformative impact on the life of an area, community and city

Partners
Goethe Institut / Max Mueller Bhavan, Kolkata
Carefully curated and designed experiences and exchanges involving artists, film personalities, architects,
government bodies, business houses, arts audiences, and many others from India and elsewhere, to imagine what
such a venue could be for Calcutta.

Critical Responses methodology

JUDY HARQUAIL
OTTAWA, CANADA

training and mentorship workshop
PERCEIVE closely

THINK critically

CREATE meaning.

How do we talk about a performance we experienced?
How do our audiences?

•simple and effective methods to generate audience feedback
•allows audiences to grow, connect, question, and draw
meaningful insight from the artwork they see

Participants will:
Train with Judy Harquail in the methodology
Observe her conducting audience discussions
Conduct audience discussions themselves
Receive feedback from Judy Harquail

Partners
Canada Council for the Arts
Kolkata Centre for Creativity

We are committed to nurturing an interested, invested, and informed community around dance and movement
practice. As the contexts of dance shift and morph within a changing India and a changing world, making space
for open, playful, interrogative and participatory conversations is vital to build a continuing and critical
engagement with dance.

ADITI MANGALDAS
DELHI

IMMERSED
solo kathak with live music

Music Composition
Shubha Mudgal and Anish Pradhan
Partners
Sanskriti Sagar

Literature, Architecture, Dance, Music, Poetry, Sculpture…visions of Krishna
everywhere! Can one make Krishna into a belief or a concept? Can one hold Krishna
as something fixed and static? Can Krishna be of any gender, class or faith? To me
Krishna is the ever flowing river, the unquenchable flame, LIFE itself.
- Aditi Mangaldas

KALI BILLI
MUMBAI

SANGEET BARI
telling the story of Lavani

Writer
Bhushan Korgaonkar

Director
Savitri Medhatul

Sangeet Bari combines multiple narratives of the Lavani woman, the musicians, the
customer and the researcher / narrator. It also includes live Lavani performance of
old traditional Lavani which are either unknown or forgotten. This is our attempt
at creating a platform for the Lavani woman to tell us her story.
- Bhushan Korgaonkar / Savitri Medhatul

MAYA KRISHNA RAO
DELHI

LOOSE WOMAN
multimedia performance
Partners
School of Women’s Studies, JU
Dancers’ Guild

Maya K. Rao sets out to discover who the real loose woman is through song,
dance, theatre and video. She is a free spirit who goes through the
ordinariness of life, but chooses her own direction, and effortlessly blends into
her existence her musings on matters that touch our life and times.

TODAY
Choreographers
Laurence Yadi & Nicolas Cantillon

Partners
Pro Helvetia - Swiss Arts Council

COMPAGNIE 7273
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

Dancer and choreographer Laurence Yadi will be on stage alone. Charged with her
personal history and her magnetic presence, she will invite us to join her in a world
that transmits a palette of emotions kept secret.

EMERGING
CONTEMPORARY DANCE
DELHI
Partners
Padatik Theatre

Cat’s Cradle
Vaishnavi Mannava

SKUM Manifesto
Urvi Vora

Two very different fresh voices from the contemporary dance scenario in Delhi
with their first performances in Calcutta.

adda
exhibition of
artefacts
screening of
Kalpana excerpts
participatory
dance workshop

THE LEGACY OF
UDAY SHANKAR

Partners
Udayan Kala Kendra
Ananda Shankar Centre for Performing Arts
Tollygunge Club
A day-long programme revisiting the legacy of Uday Shankar
from a contemporary point of view: his vision for dance and
performance, his proposal of an international residential
training centre for dance, his international and intercultural
collaborative work; and his interdisciplinary approach to
making and presenting work, his groundbreaking film
Kalpana - all this in the 1940s!

NIRAVADHI

DEBASHREE BHATTACHARYA
CALCUTTA

Niravadhi means boundless. But what is it that is boundless? Is it
the noise we are engulfed in? Or is it the life force? Niravadhi
invites us to look inward, to ask ourselves why we have let the
discord outside destroy our essence as a human beings.

DAVID CARBERRY
BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

SEDIMENT
circus theatre

Inspired by Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s Notes from Underground, Sediment
combines breathtaking acrobatic skill and feats of physical impossibility in a
fusion of movement and live music. Set to an original score featuring a
typewriter, glass bottles, sand and other interesting and unusual instruments,
this is a chance to see circus redefining itself.

KATKATHA
DELHI

ABOUT RAM
puppet theatre

Director
Anurupa Roy

Animator
Vishal Dar

About Ram is an experimental theatrical piece using excerpts from the
Bhavbhuti Ramayana and told through animation, projected images, dance,
masks and puppets.

Our Partners

